
Marty Jopson (BBC One Show’s 
resident scientist) returns in explosive 
style with his ultimate guide to electricity. 
With hundreds of thousands of volts, 
deadly sparks and the singing Tesla 
coils, you may think we have electricity 
tamed, but are you sure? Marty is a fi rm 
favourite with our audiences, explaining 
the complex with great style and demos 
galore.

From the electricity powering our lives 
we move to the organs powering our 
bodies with Tom Warrender and 
the Medicial Mavericks team. Tom is 
the human guinea pig who has visited 
dozens of health professionals to 
discover the amazing careers you can 
get into with 5 GCSEs at levels 9-4! He’ll 
be performing lots of demos as we delve 
inside the body.

Becky Smethurst is an astrophysicist 
researching how supermassive black 
holes interact with galaxies to drive 
the evolution of the Universe. She also 
has an incredible YouTube channel 
explaining the wonders of space. Join 

Becky as she journeys through some of 
the ground-breaking results that have 
come from Galaxy Zoo, showing just 
how powerful the crowd really can be.

Discover what conservation in the real 
world looks like with Lucy Eckersley
from the Royal Veterinary College. Lucy 
explores the world of wildlife biology 
and poses the question – which animals 
should we save? We will discover that 
there is a bit more to conservation than 
saving Giant Pandas as we take a walk 
on the wild side in a fascinating session.

Finally, join BBC Science Journalist TV 
presenter and YouTuber Greg Foot
as we meet the scientists in a series of 
short sessions looking at the scientifi c 
innovations and research powering 
our futures. This is a great opportunity 
to hear from a range of scientists at 
different stages of their careers, all with 
an exciting and inspirational story to tell.

This is an unmissable programme that 
bring science to life for students, and we 
hope you can join us this autumn.
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Join us this autumn for the ultimate science enrichment programme 
for KS4 students. In fi ve wide-ranging sessions, students will hear 
fascinating scientifi c and personal stories from our experts. Each talk 
is interactive, engaging and motivational, designed to show students 
where scientifi c curiosity can take them. Each student will also receive 
a handy guide on how to tackle revision, and there will be a special 
session with hints and tips for exam success to help students excel.

TOPICS:
• Energy, electricity

• Conservation and   
 biodiversity

• Anatomy and physiology

• Space, citizen science

• Thinking scientifi cally –  
 science in society

For further information and to book visit  www.thetrainingpartnership.org.ukfacebook.com/eduinaction @edu_in_action


